Children in Immigration Court:
Over 95 Percent Represented by an Attorney Appear in Court
Over the past few years, thousands of children------many fleeing horrific levels of violence in Central America-----have arrived at the U.S. border in need of protection. Most children are placed in deportation proceedings
before an immigration judge, where they will carry the legal burden of proving that they should be allowed to
remain in the United States. The government does not guarantee them the right to a lawyer, even if they are
alone (i.e., without a parent) and/or unable to hire one. As a result, many children must navigate the
complicated immigration system without legal representation.
These children, many of whom experienced trauma, are new to this country and often do not speak English.
They face many obstacles that may prevent them from appearing for their court proceedings, including their
lack of understanding of the process and their dependence on adults for transportation. Yet, despite these
obstacles, a majority of children do attend their immigration proceedings and the attendance rate is especially
high (95 percent) for those who are represented by lawyers.

EOIR Data Offers Comprehensive Look at Children in Immigration Court
Syracuse University’s Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse (TRAC) obtained government data from the
Department of Justice’s Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR), the agency which runs U.S.
immigration courts. This data examines 181,538 immigration court proceedings begun while a child was under
18, from Fiscal Year (FY) 2005 through March 2016. 1 The information tabulated in TRAC’s database includes
data on both completed cases, in which there was an official outcome, and cases still pending. The majority of
most recently initiated cases, in years 2014 to 2016, are still pending given that some cases take months, or
even years, to adjudicate. 2
The data also is sorted by in absentia status, which measures whether a ‘‘child was absent at the hearing in
which a decision was reached by the Immigration Judge.’’ 3 In cases described as in absentia, an Immigration
Judge generally has ordered a child removed after a child fails to appear in court. (The immigration statute
permits an Immigration Judge to enter a final removal order against a person who fails to appear for his or her
hearing). 4 In non-in absentia completed cases, an Immigration Judge has issued a decision (e.g., a removal
order, a dismissal (or ‘‘termination’’) of the case, or a grant of immigration relief such as asylum) to a child who
was present in court. Cases in which children challenge the charge of removability and/or apply for
immigration relief typically involve multiple court hearings before the Immigration Judge issues a decision.
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The following analysis uses the EOIR data to determine rates of appearance in immigration court based on
completed cases or cases where there was some decision in the case, in which the child was present in court
(or non-in absentia). Additional analysis of all cases, both completed and still pending, also provides
important context when looking at appearance rates for the most recent years.

A Majority of Children Appear in Immigration Court
EOIR’s data shows that a majority of children appear when their case is decided in immigration court and that
the vast majority of children represented by lawyers appear. 5


For completed cases overall, 67.6 percent of children appeared in immigration court.



95.4 percent of children represented by lawyers appeared for their court proceedings. This number is
historically consistent; it has never fallen below 91 percent since FY 2005.
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Figure 2: Share of Children Present in Immigration Court For Final Decision, FY 2005- March 2016*
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In Recent Years, Appearance Rates In Unrepresented Cases Trended Downward as Pending
Cases Trended Upwards—Causing High Rates of Incomplete Cases, which Skews
Appearance Rates.




A majority------75.6 percent------ of cases initiated in 2015 and 2016 are currently pending. Moreover, 45.8
percent of cases filed in 2014 are still pending.

In absentia decisions are typically issued more quickly than decisions in cases where a person appears for
court. Therefore, it is likely that the in absentia decisions are front loaded for more recent years, skewing
appearance rates.
Figure 3: Number of Children’s Cases Filed and Still Pending from FY2005 to March 2016: Significant
Numbers of Cases Filed in Recent Years Remain Pending
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“Rocket Dockets” Likely Affected Appearance Rates


In addition, the rate of in absentia orders may have increased in late 2014 and early 2015 due to
government policies that made it difficult for children to appear. In the summer of 2014, EOIR decided to
prioritize the cases of unaccompanied children and families with children in response to increased
numbers of children fleeing violence in Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador. Children’s cases were
conducted on an expedited schedule, or ‘‘rocket docket.’’ 6 These expedited dockets left children little time
to find an attorney and led to some children being ordered removed even though they received very little
or no notice at all of the date of their hearing. 7 These issues related to notice could help explain the
significant number of in absentia orders in recent years.8
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Conclusion
EOIR’s data suggests that children appear in immigration court------and that when children are represented by
counsel, appearance rates are even higher. This data suggests that children who do fail to appear are victims
of the system’s deficits. 9 Given the relationship between representation and attendance, the appointment of
counsel to children would help ensure attendance at proceedings in a more cost-effective, humane, and fair
manner. 10
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